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Net writteN premiumS (£m)
1,696
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1,733
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1,701

1,719

09
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1,745

11

1,791

12

combiNed operatiNg ratio (%)
91

• We are Scandinavia’s 4th largest insurer
and hold number 3 positions in two
main markets, Denmark and Sweden

88
87

• In Sweden we trade as Trygg-Hansa
and in Denmark and Norway as
Codan
• Our Personal Lines products are sold
predominantly in direct channels
supported by an agent network and
strong aﬃnity relationships.
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• We have over 3,500 employees across
Scandinavia with a head oﬃce in
Copenhagen and a signiﬁcant presence
in Stockholm

85

85

09

10

11

12

uNderwritiNg reSuLtS (£m)

• Commercial distribution is based on a
mix between broker and direct but
with on the majority of products sold
through direct channels
• We operate in highly proﬁtable
markets with market leading
performance
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37%
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ScaNdiNaviaN p&c iNduStry overview

P&C insurance in Scandinavia, a region comprising three countries (Sweden,
Denmark and Norway), is a £16.7
!
# & All& three markets
8are
& billion industry
& & (2012).
&
&
mature and stable with a compound annual growth rate of approximately 4%
across the region in 2010-12.
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2

£5.5bn

Denmark
Denmark

£5.2bn
25%

75%

Norway
Norway

The Scandinavian insurance
£ markets are
£
highly concentrated, in particular Sweden
and Norway where the top four players
hold 60-80%rof the premiums.

£

Swedish incumbents are maintaining or
even strengthening their positions,
whereas in Norway and Denmark, new
entrants and challengers are very slowly
r
gaining in importance.
n

r

scandinavian
proFiTabiliTy
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ScaNdiNaviaN p&c iNduStry
outLook
P&C market growth in Scandinavia has been
moderate in recent years following the European
debt crisis, but is now expected to pick up again,
albeit at a slow rate. Proﬁtability in 2012 was
generally strong, with price increases, portfolio
rationalisation, and expense programmes being key
parts of the major insurers’ strategies.
The swedish P&C Commercial Market is still
experiencing the eﬀects of the slow economic
recovery, and conditions are expected to remain
challenging in the short-to-mid term. The Personal
Lines market is delivering strong results (with the
exception of household portfolios), and there are
no clear signs of a softening market despite the
high proﬁt levels.
Of the three countries, the danish economy and
P&C industry has suﬀered the most from the
economic crisis. The market is clearly polarized,
with the Commercial Lines business still suﬀering
from both the euro crisis and intensiﬁed
competition from international insurance
companies entering the market. Personal Lines
portfolios are expected to continue driving the
majority of the growth in the market, and the
eﬀects from the euro crisis have been less severe.
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The norwegian economy continues to grow
strongest among the three countries, with
insurance market growth above GDP. The onshore
P&C market has been growing at a compound
annual rate of 5-6% over the last 5 years. 2012
was the most proﬁtable year on record with a
market COR of 87%, partly driven by favorable
weather. Proﬁtability levels are likely to be more
normalised going forward in the mid/low 90s.

ScaNdiNaviaN ecoNomic
overview

petroleum exploration and production,
hydroelectric power, and ﬁsheries.

Taken together, the scandinavian economies are
the 14th largest in the world, consisting of Sweden
(21st), Norway (23rd) and Denmark (33rd). All
three countries have high standards of living and
extensive welfare states, as well as some of the
highest tax rates in the world. Sweden and
Denmark are both members of the European
Union, whereas Norway is not.

The financial and euro crises aﬀected the
Scandinavian countries to varying degrees. Despite
being helped by a weaker euro (to which the
Danish Krone is pegged), Denmark was hit the
hardest following a sharp decline in real estate
values, while Sweden bounced back relatively
quickly and Norway remained largely unscathed.
The current international recovery is expected to
help speed up growth in all of Scandinavia in 2014
and 2015, but the domestic driving forces diﬀer
from one country to another. In Sweden, rising
employment and expansionary ﬁscal policy will
contribute to private consumption, which will
boost growth in 2014 and 2015. In Denmark,
inﬂation has fallen and house prices have stabilised,
helping household conﬁdence rise to a ﬁve-year
high. In Norway, rapidly growing capital spending
will slow down in 2014, but exports and
household income increases will fuel growth.

sweden has a population of approximately
9.5 million, and a GDP per capita of approximately
55,000 USD (2012). It is an export-oriented
mixed economy. Timber, hydropower and iron ore
constitute the resource base of an economy
heavily oriented towards foreign trade. Sweden’s
engineering sector accounts for 50% of output and
exports. Telecommunications, the automotive
industry and the pharmaceutical industries are also
of great importance.
denmark has a population of approximately
5.6 million and a GDP per capita of approximately
56,000 USD (2012). Denmark has a diverse,
mixed economy, featuring a high-tech agricultural
sector, and world-leading ﬁrms in pharmaceuticals,
maritime shipping and renewable energy, and a
high dependence on foreign trade. Cooperatives
form a large part of some sectors, be it in housing,
agriculture or retail. Foundations play a large role
as owners of private sector companies.
norway has a population of approximately
5 million and a GDP per capita of approximately
100,000 USD (2012). The economy is a
developed mixed economy with heavy stateownership in strategic areas. Although sensitive to
global business cycles, the economy of Norway has
shown robust growth since the start of the
industrial era. Shipping has long been a support of
Norway’s export sector, but much of Norway’s
economic growth has been fueled by an
abundance of natural resources, including
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rSa ScaNdiNavia
denmark – commercial lines
2012
market
size
£m
908
450
312
182
152
174

business
line
Property
Motor
Worker’s Comp
Liability
Care
Other

rsa
market
share
21%
15%
14%
21%
21%
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
commercial denmark by segmenT
8%

Property

14%

£401m

Liability

42%

Motor

17%

Marine
Care
19%

CY UL COR*
445

79%
2008

421

400

84%

82%

2009

2010

412

401

79%

79%

2011

2012

* Excludes large
e losses,
losses weather and claimss handling expenses
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At an overall industry level, 2012 was a good year
from a proﬁtability perspective in Danish
Commercial but with the main market players
reporting a decline in premiums. First half 2013
reports from the main players show continued
negative top line growth and adverse COR
development from ﬁrst half 2012.
The Danish FSA reports that the Commercial
market has seen contraction of 7% from 2008 to
2012 driven by a weak macro environment and
negative GDP growth. Unemployment has more
than doubled since 2008, hitting the insurance
exposures negatively especially in Workers’
Compensation, Health Care, Group Accident and
Motor lines.
However, there are some very early signs of
improvement in the economic environment with a
slight drop in unemployment during 2013, which
would indicate that exposure growth development
could recover from 2014.
The Danish Commercial market is a multi-policy
market with up to 75% of customers having all
lines of business with the same insurance company
and hence all main competitors oﬀers all lines of
business – often in bundled solutions.
The distribution split on the market is stable with
roughly 2/3 of the distribution driven on a direct
basis (mainly Field Sales) and 1/3 through brokers
and aﬃnities.
In Danish Commercial RSA is number 3 in the
market and trades as Codan, which is a brand with
a strong reputation particularly in Commercial
Lines. Overall Codan holds a market share of
around 20% with particular strength in the upper
SME market.
We’re well known as a strong general insurer but
have also managed to specialize in chosen
industries and hold market leading positions in
industry segments like Transportation,
Construction, Shipping and Lawyers. We’ve also
built a leading position with leasing companies and

will continue to develop this business area as we
see a growth opportunity in especially car leasing.
Codan also operates as centre of excellence for
insuring Renewable Energy in RSA Group. We are
the market leader for insuring wind energy globally
and continue to develop solutions for the
renewable energy industry.
As we migrate our portfolio to our new product
and price platform during 2014 and 2015 we aim
to continue to grow in targeted proﬁtable industry
segments and create more momentum in the
lower SME market to further improve our
portfolio mix and secure sustainable proﬁtability.
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sweden – commercial lines
2012
market
size
£m
1,343
657
311
178

business
line
Property/ Liability
Motor
Care
Other

rsa
market
share
13%
20%
11%
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
commercial sweden by segmenT
10%

Property

5%
5%
35%

£337m

Motor
Marine

39%
11%

NWP, £ m

363

Liability

329

Care

CY UL COR*

328

84%
71%

73%

74%

2008

2009

2010

337

333

2011

79%

2012

* Excludes large losses, weather and claims handling expenses

The Swedish insurance market has experienced
modest growth despite the slow pace of economic
recovery in Sweden, growing on average around
2.9% annually between 2008 and 2012. The
commercial insurance average annual growth rate
during the same period was around 1.7% and
Swedish annual GDP growth was around 1.3%.
The impact from the economic downturn has
been fairly limited on the Swedish economy
compared to a global context. However, the
economic recovery is coming slower than ﬁrst
expected, as a result of this the forecasted GDP
growth trajectory have been continuously revised
down. In addition, the conﬁdence indicators in
important sectors such as Construction and
Industry fell sharply in 2012.
The Swedish market is very consolidated and
Trygg-Hansa is the 3rd largest insurance company,
oﬀering all mayor lines of business with focus on
the stable and proﬁtable SME market. During the
period of 2007-2012 there have been no dramatic
movement in market shares in the Swedish
market. The distribution model in the Swedish
commercial insurance market is dominated by
direct sales, which represent around two thirds of
the market compared with brokers’ market share
of one third. However, there are signs indicating
that brokers are aiming to increase their share of
the market as well as an ongoing consolidation of
independent and small to mid-sized brokers in
Sweden.
Trygg-Hansa is a strong and well-recognized brand
which we aim to develop and further diﬀerentiate
through our brand initiative, which will position
Trygg-Hansa as the proactive and service-oriented
insurance partner for Swedish companies.
Furthermore, we aim to continue growing our
14% market share in small commercial as well as
capitalize on the momentum in our aﬃnity
business, where we are aiming to develop joint
aﬃnity propositions with personal lines products.
Trygg-Hansa currently has large market shares in
industry segments such as Construction, Real
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Estate and Transport & Logistics. Areas for further
growth have been identiﬁed and Trygg-Hansa will
pursue target industry segments such as
Manufacturing, Operational & Professional Services
and Retail where there are opportunities for
proﬁtable growth.
There are some signs of a hardening market with
Trygg-Hansa pushing rate increases together with
our major competitors in Motor and Property
(real estate), which will improve our top and
bottom line development. Trygg-Hansa will focus
on growing our market share in all customer
segments within target industries through strong
customer propositions and eﬃcient direct
distribution. To further drive proﬁtability we are
targeting cost reductions across our business and
at the same time improving customer experience
and service.
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norway – commercial lines
2012

business
line
Property
Motor
Worker’s Comp
Liability
Care
Other

market
size
£m
811
676
288
166
213
29

rsa
market
share
3%
3%
3%
2%
14%
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
commercial norway by segmenT

26%

34%

Liability

£79m

Motor
15%

2%
%

Property

Marine
Care

23%

NWP, £ m

CY UL COR*
79

94%
27

51

58

39
91%

87%

83%

74%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

* Excludes
E l d large
l e losses,
l
weather
th and
d claims
l i s handling
h dli expenses
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The Norwegian Commercial market remains
strong, with above-GDP growth of over 4% over
the last 5 years, driven by the expansion in the
construction and manufacturing industries. For the
past ﬁve years, market CORs have typically been in
the low 90s, and going forward are expected to
stabilize around 95%. Norway’s low
unemployment rate of 3% suggests growth will
continue into 2014, and insurance penetration is
expected to increase from 1.7% of GDP.
The market is highly concentrated with four large
Scandinavian insurers collectively holding 80%
market share, although competition is intensifying
with domestic and foreign players entering the
market. The top four players’ collective share has
dropped by about 2% since 2010, with Codan
being a primary challenger. Distribution has
changed rapidly, with brokers developing new
business models (expanding into SME via facilities
and pools, aﬃnity and M&A) and increasing their
share of total premiums to about half the market.
Banks have established themselves in the SME
segment by building on local branch networks and
strong customer relationships. With double-digit
annual growth, RSA is the main challenger in
Norway. Codan’s strategic broker business has
built a strong name with global brokers; Codan
also represents 10% of the commercial agent
channel. Codan will maintain fast growth by
exploiting its carefully fostered position as the
“local player with global backing” and its reputation
as a “top-4” player with global brokers. Codan will
also exploit its leading position in the fast-growing
healthcare market via a partnership with Vertikal
Health Services, and look to expand into related
product adjacencies, such as employee beneﬁts.
Codan will achieve this ambition by building on its
strengths in Global Specialty Lines; leveraging
know-how and talent from the rest of RSA; and
via tighter coordination with Codan Personal Lines
in aﬃnity and the agent channels.

denmark – personal lines
2012
market
business
size
line
£m
House & Content
1,159
Sickness & Accident
1,101
Motor
936
Other
112

rsa
market
share
11%
5%
11%
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
personal denmark by segmenT
18%

£269m

45%

House & Content
Motor
Sickness & Accident

37%

CY UL COR*

251

88%

2008

257

263

87%

87%

2009

2010

273

269

90%

90%

2011

2012

* Excludes large
e losses, weather
t
and claimss handling expenses

The Danish Personal Lines market is mature, with
rate driven low growth (approx. 2% per annum)
and is structurally proﬁtable with market CORs
usually less than 95%. Despite the Danish
recession, the Personal segments of the major
players have been showing strong results in both
2012 and during the ﬁrst half of 2013. Hence, on
an industry level, the Danish Personal insurance
business has managed the eﬀects of the economic
downturn relatively well and been the key driver
of the overall P&C results.
The Danish Personal market is a multi-policy
market driven by bundling and Aﬃnity discounting.
Most insurance companies have a bundling and
discount program in order to attract customers
and retention success is positively correlated with
an increasing number of products held. On a
product level, growth is driven by Household and
Personal Accident, while Motor is declining. Motor
and Sickness & Accident drive proﬁtability, while
Household has been structurally unproﬁtable for
the last 5 years.
The Danish Personal market is primarily a direct
market with ﬁeld sales and call centre accounting
for roughly 80% while bancassurance is the fastest
growing channel. In diﬀerence to e.g. Sweden and
the UK, Danish Internet sales has not taken oﬀ and
Insurance aggregators penetration is at a very early
stage.
In Danish Personal business, RSA is number four,
trading under the core multi-channel Codan brand
(c.75% of premium) but also under the free
standing bancassurance brand Privatsikring (c.25%
of premium). The main Codan brand has a
particular strength amongst the middle-to-upper
class and 50 years+ age group, as well as a
reputation for high customer and claims service.
The Privatsikring banking partner LPI has one of
the top three largest personal customer stocks in
Denmark and is particular strong in the rural
segment. Therefore, our bancassurance arm
Privatsikring, also has its strongest market position
outside the cities, and has a track record of more
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than 10 year double digit growth with strong
underlying proﬁtability. Both brands have a full
range product oﬀering and all products is sourced
from the same internal product engine.
Codan embarked on a change journey two years
ago in order to bring proﬁtability levels in line with
the market. The main diﬀerence has historically
been in higher than market average expenses and
a higher Household claims ratio driven by nonstandard risks. The price and risk actions that we
have taken are proving successful with signiﬁcant
improvments in the underwriting proﬁtability.
With UW proﬁtability in place we are striving to
further improve our multi-channel distribution
setup as well as the customer journey to drive
growth. We believe we are well positioned to take
advantage swiftly of likely market movements in
e.g. increased bancassurance or internet sales.
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sweden – personal lines
2012

business
line
Motor
House & Content
Sickness & Accident
Other

market
size
£m
1,568
1,235
451*
318

rsa
market
share
15%
12%
52%*
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
* The Swedish market size for S&A includes life insurance
companies as well as non-life companies

personal sweden by segmenT
24%
House & Content

38%

Motor

£624m

Sickness & Accident

38%

NWP, £ m

581
78%

2008

CY UL COR*

583

592

72%

73%

2009

2010

624

597

70%

70%

2011

2012

* Excludes
E l d large
l e losses,
l
weather
th and
d claims
l i s handling
h dli expenses

The Swedish Personal Lines market is highly
consolidated and very stable, growing at 2-3%
over the past few years. It is a continuously hard
market, with no signs of softening despite good
proﬁt levels.
The market shows strong results overall, except in
H&C where the main players have struggled with
poor proﬁtability in their Building portfolios.
In Sweden, increased consumer conﬁdence and a
brighter outlook for employment point to an
improving economic outlook. However, despite
this, the current low single digit market growth is
not expected to pick up in the short term.
The larger market players are expected to
maintain market discipline without major
disruptive activity over the coming years.
Continued pressure on investment income will
also promote discipline. Smaller competitors that
are part of Nordic groups are expected to
continue focus on proﬁt in the short term and are
not anticipated to disrupt the market.
RSA has very strong brand recognition and brand
position thanks to our core brand Trygg-Hansa.
We beneﬁt from a modern and eﬃcient
distribution set-up primarily driven by market
leading call centre operations.
Our Personal market share of 18% is driven by
our market leading position in Sickness & Accident.
Our Motor market share in our core Trygg-Hansa
brand remains at a stable level.
Over the past two years, we have reinforced our
strong market position with improved propositions
for Child and Adult S&A, a successful turnaround
of our Household portfolio and a continued
balance between proﬁt and growth for Motor. We
have also increased traction in our bancassurance
business.
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norway – personal lines
2012

business
line
Motor
House & Content
Sickness & Accident
Other

market
size
£m
1,398
1,072
138
411

rsa
market
share
4%
2%
1%
NA

Note that market size by LOB and market shares
are estimated
personal norway by segmenT
2%
%
30%

House & Content

£80m

Motor
Sickness & Accident

68%

NWP,
P £m

CY UL COR
COR*
82

80

72

70
60
111%
105%

108%

106%
95%

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

* Excludes large
e losses,
losses weather and claimss handling expenses
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The Norwegian Personal market has outpaced all
other Scandinavian markets, growing at 7% per
annum over the last 5 years, driven by Household
and Motor rate increases and increased demand
for specialty insurance. Liability and Household
have been growing at 8-10% per annum, while
Motor has grown at 6% per annum. Proﬁtability
has been stable at 90-95%, although was 2012
historically proﬁtable with an overall total market
COR of 87%.
The marketplace is concentrated with 4 players
holding 75% of the market. However, the top
3 players’ collective market share has fallen by 12%
the past 5 years due to bancassurance growth and
Codan. The market is experiencing a distribution
shift towards the online channel, particularly
motor, up to an estimated 17% at present,
compared to only 5% in 2010. We believe this
trend will continue, driven by customer demand
and investments by major insurers as they
implement distribution-cost expense programs,
with the result being online will reach 25% of sales
in the near future.
Codan’s ambition in Personal Lines is to provide
simple functionality and speed in the online
customer journey and eﬀectively driving traﬃc to
its website. In addition to optimising online sales
and service, Codan will exploit its market leading
position in specialty lines, and momentum as the
#1 provider of high-touch service via its agent
channel. Codan will reach its ambition by building
on its strengths: a network of highly regarded
partners in banking, health care, and specialty
products; access to RSA global capabilities; a strong
Scandinavian matrix organization; and improved
agility in campaigns, sales eﬃciency, and
intermediary cooperation.

rSa ScaNdiNavia operatiNg reSuLtS (per coNSoLidated group reSuLtS)
for the years ended 31 December (UK IFRS)
£m (aT reporTed Fx)
NET WRITTEN PREMIUM

2008
1,602

2009
1,669

2010
1,724

2011
1,824

2012
1,791

NET EARNED PREMIUMS
NET INCURRED LOSSES
COMMISSIONS
ExPENSES
DAC

1,596
(1,126)
(38)
(245)
3

1,690
(1,156)
(46)
(252)
6

1,709
(1,169)
(47)
(247)
8

1,790
(1,211)
(42)
(283)
10

1,763
(1,193)
(54)
(285)
6

UNDERWRITING RESULT
INVESTMENT RESULT

190.0
129

242
134

254
118

264
123

237
94

INSURANCE RESULT
OTHER ACTIVITIES

319
(2)

376
(7)

372
(7)

387
(8)

331
(9)

OPERATING RESULT

317

369

365

379

322

LOSS RATIO (%)

70.6%

68.4%

68.4%

67.6%

67.7%

ExPENSE RATIO (%)
COMBINED OPERATING RATIO (%)

17.7%
88.3%

17.8%
86.2%

17.0%
85.4%

17.8%
85.4%

18.9%
86.6%

Note: ratios at reported fx
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reguLatory overSight of
iNSuraNce iN ScaNdiNavia
The regulatory oversight of insurance in
Scandinavia is similar across all three countries. A
large part of the ﬁnancial legislation derives from
EU regulations. The regulators therefore work
very closely with EU institutions on initiatives, new
legislation etc. Although Norway is not part of the
European Union, the Norwegian regulator aims to
provide competitive conditions which are in line
with those enjoyed by insurers in other EEA
member states.
The regulaTors Focus is on
3 main areas:
1. supervision
The regulators aim to promote ﬁnancial stability,
orderly market conditions and eﬃciency in the
ﬁnancial system as well as to ensure eﬀective
consumer protection. Companies oﬀering
insurance services in Sweden, Denmark or
Norway are required to apply for a license issued
by the regulator. Following authorisation the
regulators main task in relation to the insurer is to
supervise compliance with ﬁnancial legislation and
to examine the risks and control systems in the
insurance business. In addition, the regulators
monitor that companies disclose complete and
transparent information to consumers.
2. legislation
The ﬁnancial sector is regulated by laws and
ordinances, at national, EU and international level.
The regulators also publish complementary rules
in the form of regulations that are binding or form
general guidelines.
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3. information – financial reporting
The regulators collect ﬁnancial reporting; the key
ﬁgures are analysed and give the regulator an early
indication of emerging risks at an institution level
as well as in the wider ﬁnancial market. Some of
the information is published and used for statistical
purposes.
capiTal reQuiremenTs
RSA Scandinavia is acting under Danish and
Swedish solvency rules only, since our Norwegian
operation is a branch business of Codan Denmark.
In Denmark there is a Danish Individual Solvency
regime on top of Solvency I, asset coverage and
stress test in the traﬃc light reporting. The Danish
Individual Solvency regime, currently allows the use
of Internal Models. The Danish regulation is
currently undergoing changes to become more like
Solvency II, with proposed implementation
1 January 2014.
In Sweden the general rules are Solvency I rules
coupled with other rules around asset coverage
and stress test in the traﬃc light reporting. The
traﬃc light models in Sweden and Denmark ,
measure how well the companies manage
exposure to various ﬁnancial- and insurance risks.
The methodology has been used for several years
to overarch some of the gap between the
Solvency I and Solvency II regulation, until Solvency
II is implemented.

differeNceS betweeN LocaL ScaNdiNaviaN
reportiNg aNd group reportiNg
RSA Scandinavia reports ﬁnancial results on a local IFRS basis for Codan, Trygg
Hansa and other operating legal entities in the region.
For RSA Group reporting, a series of adjustments are made to derive the
Scandinavia regional numbers that are shown on a management basis.
Taking the underwriting result line as an example, moving from local statutory
reporting to the Group reported management basis numbers works as follows:
1.

Total the underwriting results of all the RSA Scandinavia legal entities
(Codan Forsikring, Trygg Hansa, Privatsikring, Holmia, Sveland, Codan
A/S).

2.

Eliminate the Estonian underwriting result. Our Estonian business is a
branch of Codan. Therefore, for local reporting this is included in the
Codan results. However, for Group reporting it is shown separately in the
Central & Eastern Europe and Middle East region.

3.

Eliminate the quota share reinsurance arrangement which cedes
Scandinavian business to RSA Reinsurance Ireland. This arrangement is
reﬂected in local reporting but is ignored for Group management basis
reporting.

4.

Adjust for local IFRS v UK IFRS diﬀerences. The key diﬀerence is the
treatment of discounting. In summary, local reporting uses a discount rate
that is mandated by the local regulator which is based on risk free rates.
For Group reporting under UK IFRS discounting uses a rate that reﬂects
the book yield on the underlying investments which support the liabilities
being discounted.
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executive team
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ceo
MIKE HOLLIDAYWILLIAMS

cFo
PATRICK BERGANDER

personal lines
JOHAN AGERMAN

commercial lines
AARON DEVITT

operaTions
NIELS U. MORTENSEN

uw & insurance
risk
NATHAN WILLIAMS

smc
PHIL WILSON-BROWN

regional general
counsel/legal
VIBEKE KRAG

hr
DITTE MARSTRAND
WULFF

chieF risk &
compliance
oFFicer
ANNE JAEGER

inTernal audiT
DORTHE TOLBORG

biographies:

coo – NieLS morteNSeN

ceo – mike hoLLiday-wiLLiamS

Employed as COO in RSA Scandinavia since June
2012. Former deputy CEO and responsible for
Sales, IT, Claims and Strategy at Alka Forsikring.
Also former senior roles in both Skandia and
Danica. Niels is trained lawyer from the University
of Copenhagen.

Mike was appointed CEO of Scandinavia in
February 2011. Mike is also CEO of Codan A/S
and Trygg-Hansa A/S. He joined RSA in 2006 and
was previously Managing Director for RSA’s UK
Personal lines operation, which includes MORE
TH>N and the Managing Director of RSA’s UK
retail business. Before joining RSA, Mike worked in
the energy, telecoms and retail sectors, beginning
his career at WH Smith Limited, before
subsequently moving to various Centrica owned
businesses, including British Gas and Onetel.

cfo – patrick bergaNder
Chief Financial Oﬃcer and employee of TryggHansa since 2011. Patrick has extensive
experience from a variety of industries. Since
2009 he has been the Chief Financial Oﬃcer of
Electrolux Major Appliances in Asia and the Paciﬁc,
and before that he held a series of senior
positions.

perSoNaL LiNeS director –
JohaN agermaN
Employed at Trygg-Hansa in 2002 as Chief
Information Oﬃcer, but has since 2006 been
Director for private insurance in Scandinavia. Johan
has a degree in Business Administration from the
University of Uppsala, and has worked at KPMG
and several years in senior management positions
at Telia, Comhem and KnowIT.

commerciaL LiNeS director –
aaroN devitt
Joined RSA UK in 2005 where he has held a
number of management positions in customer and
business development. Aaron joined RSA
Scandinavia in 2010 when he came from a Sales &
Strategic Relationships Director role in the UK.

uNderwritiNg aNd iNSuraNce
riSk director – NathaN wiLLiamS
Employed in the Codan Group since September
2013. Nathan comes from a position as
Underwriting Director in RSA’s Group Corporate
Center. Nathan started at RSA in 2005 and has
had diﬀerent senior positions within Underwriting
and Pricing. Prior to that he held a number of
senior underwriting positions in Aviva.

Smc director –
phiL wiLSoN-browN
Director of Strategy, Marketing and Customer in
RSA Scandinavia and employed in the RSA Group
since 2004. Most recently Phil was Director of
SMC and Operations in RSA International
Division. Phil holds a master’s degrees in
International Studies from the University of Sydney
and Economics from the London School of
Economics.

regioNaL geNeraL couNSeL aNd
ceo of codaN forSikriNg a/S –
vibeke krag
Member of the executive team for Codan A/S and
Codan Forsikring A/S. Vibeke is the Regional
General Counsel & Company Secretary for RSA
Scandinavia, and CEO of Codan Forsikring A/S.
Vibeke joined RSA Scandinavia in December 2006
from a role as a partner at the Law Firm
Eversheds. Vibeke has also been the General
Counsel of a bank, and has a degree of law from
the University of Copenhagen.
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hr director –
ditte marStraNd wuLf
Ditte joined RSA in September 2009 in the role of
HR Director with responsibility for HR across all
companies within RSA Scandinavia. Ditte has held
HR executive positions in various companies
including Microsoft, Arrow Electronics and IC
Companys. Ditte holds a M.Sc. in Human Resource
Management from Copenhagen Business School.

Note
exchange raTes:
Throughout the document we have used ﬁxed
exchange rates at full year 2012
£/DKK

9.18

£/SEK

10.72

£/NOK

9.21

chief riSk & compLiaNce officer
– aNNe Jæger

markeT shares in business
segmenT:

Anne joined RSA in October 2001 and has since
1 September 2012 been Chief Risk & Compliance
Oﬃcer within RSA Scandinavia. Prior to returning
to Scandinavia Anne was Group Chief Auditor at
RSA Insurance Group plc. Before joining RSA
Anne was CFO at Maersk Data A/S and State
Authorised Public Accountant at KPMG working
mainly with larger groups, M&A and Corporate
Recovery.

It should be noted that all market shares in the
business segment are estimated based on available
market data. No single source of market size by
line of business by country exists in Scandinavia.

regioNaL chief auditor –
dorthe toLborg
Joined RSA Scandinavia in May 2009 and has been
the Chief Auditor since then. Dorthe has an
education as State Authorised Public Accountant
and a master’s degree in Economics/Auditing.
Before joining RSA Scandinavia she worked for
20 years in the External Audit / Consultancy
business holding positions as a Partner within
KPMG, Deloitte and PwC primarily focusing on
auditing and consulting services within internal
controls and IT security. She currently holds the
position as the Chairman of the Board of IIA
Denmark.
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diScLaimer
This document may contain ‘forward-looking
statements’ with respect to certain of the Group’s
and RSA Scandinavia's plans and its current goals
and expectations relating to its future ﬁnancial
condition, performance, results, strategic initiatives
and objectives. Generally, words such as “may”,
“could”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”,
“anticipate”, “aim”, “outlook”, “believe”, “plan”,
“seek”, “continue” or similar expressions identify
forward-looking statements. These forwardlooking statements are not guarantees of future
performance. By their nature, all forward-looking
statements involve risk and uncertainty because
they relate to future events and circumstances
which are beyond the Group’s control, including
amongst other things, UK and Scandinavian
domestic and global economic business conditions,
market-related risks such as ﬂuctuations in interest
rates and exchange rates, the policies and actions
of regulatory authorities (including changes related
to capital and solvency requirements), the impact
of competition, currency changes, inﬂation,
deﬂation, the timing impact and other
uncertainties of future acquisitions or
combinations within relevant industries, as well as
the impact of tax and other legislation or
regulations in the jurisdictions in which the Group
and its aﬃliates operate. As a result, the Group’s
actual future ﬁnancial condition, performance and
results may diﬀer materially from the plans, goals
and expectations set forth in the Group’s forwardlooking statements. Forward-looking statements in
this presentation are current only as of the date
on which such statements are made. The Group
undertakes no obligation to update any forwardlooking statements, save in respect of any
requirement under applicable law or regulation.
Nothing in this presentation should be construed
as a proﬁt forecast.
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